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Abstract— We consider a cellular network where base stations
can cooperate to determine the signals to be transmitted on
the downlink. In such a scenario, it would be possible to
use “macroscopic” transmit beamforming to improve system
performance. The downlink beamformer of interest is generalised
from some transmit beamformers that have been shown to meet
various optimality criteria in the literature. The particular down-
link beamformer structure enables us to recast our downlink
beamforming problem as a virtual LMMSE estimation problem.
Based on this virtual set up, we exploit the structure of the
channel and develop distributed beamforming algorithms using
local message passing between neighbouring base stations. Two
algorithms are outlined, both of which are based on the Kalman
smoothing framework. The first algorithm is a forward-backward
algorithm that produces optimal performance, but it has the
disadvantage of a delay that grows linearly with array size. The
second algorithm, which is a limited extent algorithm, solves the
delay problem by using only local information.
I. INTRODUCTION
The capacity of a cellular network is often limited by co-
channel interference. In the uplink, sophisticated multiuser
receivers can be implemented at the base stations (BS) to
counter the co-channel interference. However, on the down-
link, the receivers at the mobile stations (MS) are usually
required to be simple, therefore complex interference sup-
pression/cancellation techniques are not always possible at the
receiver side. In this case, preprocessing at the transmitter side,
such as downlink beamforming, can be an important means to
improve system performance. In this paper, we are interested
in a cellular network where BSs can cooperate to determine the
signals to be transmitted on the downlink, effectively realising
a “macroscopic” transmit beamforming scheme.
We consider a cellular network where MSs within a cell do
not interfere with each other, either through time or frequency
division multiplexing. However, we allow intercell interference
by deploying full time or frequency reuse in every cell. The
intercell interference is assumed to be highly localised, i.e.
interference only comes from direct neighbours. There are
dedicated communication links, free of interference, between
neighbouring BSs, thus enabling a cooperative sharing of
information between such BSs. We focus on the downlink
operation, whereby each BS in the network wishes to transmit
data symbols to its active MS. Our aim in this paper is to de-
sign an efficient distributed downlink beamforming algorithm
using local message passing between BSs, to overcome the
impact of intercell interference.
Downlink beamforming for both single cell and multicell
environments has been extensively researched in recent years
[1]. A wide variety of optimality criteria have been explored,
such as the minimisation of the mean square error (MSE) [2]–
[7] and the maximisation of the worst signal-to-interference-
and-noise ratio (SINR) [8]–[10]. Another common optimality
criterion is the power minimisation, which is often coupled
with the minimum SINR constraints [8], [9], [11]–[13]. Many
transmit beamformers derived from these various optimality
criteria share a common structure, which resembles the linear
minimum mean square error (LMMSE) estimator for a virtual
model. The same structure also arises in [14], based on
regularisation of the zero-forcing transmit beamformer. One
of the main contributions in this paper is to recognise that this
fairly widespread transmit beamformer can be recast as the
solution to a simple LMMSE estimation problem for a virtual
model. This recasting of the problem enables us to develop
distributed transmit beamforming algorithms following the
techniques presented in [15].
In this paper, our transmit antenna array is formed from
antennas at multiple base stations. Downlink beamforming
utilising multiple BSs has been considered in [11], [13], [16]–
[18], however the proposed solutions usually assume that
there is a central processing centre or controller to process
information or coordinate information exchange among BSs.
Our main contribution in this paper is to demonstrate ways
to implement the downlink beamformer in a truly distributed
manner through message passing between neighbouring BSs,
by exploiting the local interference structure of the channel.
For simplicity, we shall restrict our attention to a one-
dimensional cellular network throughout this paper, which we
call the linear array model. The assumption of local interfer-
ence means that our channel possesses a Markov structure.
As a result, a state space model based on the virtual LMMSE
estimation problem can be formulated. Based on the state
space model, we propose a distributed beamforming algo-
rithm adapted from the Kalman smoothing framework, called
the forward-backward beamforming algorithm. The forward-
backward algorithm produces the optimal transmitted signals
for each BS, however the algorithm suffers from a delay that
grows linearly with the network size. In order to overcome
the delay problem, a limited extent distributed beamforming
algorithm that is able to achieve near optimal performance
with substantially reduced delay is proposed.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section II,
our linear array model as well as a common transmit beam-
former structure which meets various optimality criteria are
presented. In Section III, we show how the beamformer struc-
ture allows us to recast the downlink beamforming problem
as a LMMSE estimation problem. Our distributed transmit
beamforming algorithms are presented in Section IV, together
with some simulation results on the performance. Finally, we
conclude our contribution in Section V.
Note that we use boldface lower and upper case letters to
denote vectors and matrices respectively, and I denotes the
identity matrix. The ith element of the vector a is ai and we
use AT and A−1 to denote the transpose and the inverse of
matrix A respectively.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND DOWNLINK BEAMFORMING
We consider a one-dimensional cellular model (Fig. 1),
called the linear array model, which can be expressed as
yn = αn−1,+xn−1 + αnxn + αn+1,−xn+1 + wn
for n = 1, · · · , N where yn is the received signal at the MS
in cell n, xn is the transmitted signal from the BS in cell
n and we assume xn is zero for n < 1 and n > N (N is
the array size). The {wn} are i.i.d. Gaussian random variables
with zero mean and variance σ2. The path gain from BS n to
MS n is αn, whereas αn,+ and αn,− represent the severity of
intercell interference from BS n to MS n + 1 and from BS n
to MS n − 1 respectively. An equivalent representation is the
following vector form:












w1 w2 · · · wN
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α1 α2,− 0 0 0 . . . 0
α1,+ α2 α3,− 0 0 . . . 0
0 α2,+ α3 α4,− 0 . . . 0
...
. . .
0 0 0 . . . αN−2,+ αN−1 αN,−
0 0 0 . . . 0 αN−1,+ αN

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This channel model is generalised from the channel model
introduced in [19], used to investigate the uplink Shannon
capacity. The band diagonal structure of the channel matrix
Fig. 1. Linear Array Model
provides a “local interaction” structure to the downlink beam-
forming problem, which we wish to exploit.
Denoting T ∈ RN×N as the downlink beamformer matrix
and d as the vector of data symbols intended for each MS, i.e.
d =
[
d1 d2 · · · dN
]T
, the transmitted signal from each
BS can be expressed as
x = Td. (2)
The data symbols {dn} are assumed to be i.i.d. random
variables with zero mean and unit variance, independent of
{wn}.
A particular type of transmit beamformer that has attracted







where β is a positive scalar and Γ ∈ RN×N is a diagonal ma-
trix, which can be seen as the scaling on the data symbols. We
shall adopt the transmit beamformer structure (3) throughout











where we have simplified the expression by the substitution
d̃ = Γd.
While we have assumed that the data symbols and path
gains are real quantities in our signal model, it is worth noting
that our results can easily be extended to the case of complex
data symbols and channel gains.
III. DOWNLINK BEAMFORMING PROBLEM AS A VIRTUAL
LMMSE ESTIMATION PROBLEM
We make the important observation that (5) resembles a
well-known result in estimation theory: x can be seen as
a LMMSE estimate of some vector u under the alternative
model:
d̃ = Hu + z (6)
where u =
[
u1 u2 · · · uN
]T
is a vector of i.i.d. ran-
dom variables with zero mean and unit variance and z =[
z1 z2 · · · zN
]T
is a vector of i.i.d. random variables
with zero mean and variance β, independent of u. In (6), u
can be interpreted as a data vector, H as a channel matrix, d̃
as an observation data vector and z as the additive noise, in
a virtual model.
Note that u and z have no physical meaning in terms
of our original model (1). However, a consequence of the
above observation is that many signal processing techniques
developed for LMMSE estimation problems (e.g. [15]) are
readily applicable here. In particular, we are interested in
demonstrating that the distributed estimation technique based
on the Kalman smoothing framework developed in [15] can
be applied, so that the downlink signal generation (5) can
be implemented in a distributed manner using local message
passing between BSs. Finally, we remark that (6) is different
from the conventional virtual uplink model used to obtain the
downlink beamformer based on the duality of multiple access
channel and broadcast channel [11], [13], [20].
IV. DISTRIBUTED DOWNLINK BEAMFORMING
A. State Space Model and Kalman Smoothing
In this section, we shall treat d̃ as the observation data
vector on u in accordance to the channel model (6) and x
as the LMMSE estimate of u given d̃. This virtual estimation
problem can actually be formulated as a Kalman smoothing
problem by exploiting the “local interaction” structure of the
“channel”. Since the Kalman smoothing problem formulation
is identical to that presented for the uplink LMMSE estimation
problem in [15], only an outline shall be presented here.
Treating the index n as time, the structure of the channel









































Given the above state space model, a forward Kalman filter





, given {d̃1, · · · , d̃n} at a



































for n = 2, ..., N . In this case, the corresponding backward





, given {d̃n, · · · , d̃N}.
The backward Kalman filter is initialised by estimating[
uN−1 uN
]T
based on d̃N .
Using the fact that the Kalman smoother can be interpreted
as as linear combination of two Kalman filters [22]; one which
runs in the forward direction on the data set {d̃1, · · · , d̃n}
and the other in the backward direction on {d̃n+1, · · · , d̃N},





given all {d̃1, · · · , d̃N}, which
can be implemented via message passing as outlined in the
next section.
B. Forward-backward Beamforming Algorithm
A natural distributed beamforming algorithm based on
the Kalman smoothing framework described in the previous
section is the forward-backward algorithm. We provide a
high level description of the forward-backward beamforming
algorithm below; interested readers are referred to [15] from
which the precise equations for the updates can be inferred.
1) At both ends of the linear array, the initial estimates of
{u1, u2} and {uN−1, uN} are produced by BS 1 (given
the data d̃1) and BS N (given the data d̃N ) respectively.
This is the initialisation step of the forward and backward
Kalman filters;
2) The outputs of BS 1 and BS N are passed as messages
to their direct neighbours, namely BS 2 and BS N −
1. Then, BS 2 and BS N − 1 incorporate the messages
received with the information from their own data d̃2 and
d̃N−1 to produce new messages for BS 3 and BS N − 2
respectively;
3) The process of information incorporation and message
passing continues in both the forward and the backward
directions until all BSs have received messages from both
their left and right neighbours;
4) For each n, the messages at BS n are then linearly
combined to produce xn;
An important remark is that the distributed algorithm out-
lined above is sensitive to the size of the network. The time
required to propagate information to cover the entire network
increases linearly with the size of the array.
C. Limited Extent Distributed Beamforming Algorithm
Equation (5) suggests that to obtain xn, we need all d̃ms,
i.e. all scaled data symbols to be transmitted in the network.
However, due to the highly localised intercell interference, as
exhibited in the tridiagonal structure of the channel matrix,
one expects d̃m to become less important for the generation
of xn as the distance between BS m and BS n increases.
This is reflected in the small weights that are applied to the
data symbols from BSs far away. For illustrative purposes,
we calculate the weights according to (3) for a fixed H and
for Γ and β obtained from [2]–[4], i.e. Γ = rI , where r is a
normalising factor such that the average total transmit power is
some value Pt, and β = Nσ2/Pt. The result, shown in Fig. 2,
implies that there is little loss in performance if data symbols
from BSs sufficiently far away are ignored. This results in a
limited extent distributed algorithm which is outlined below;
again, the details can be inferred from [15]. By symmetry,
without loss of generality we can describe the algorithm from
the point of view of a particular BS at cell n.
















Fig. 2. Weights on each data symbol for central BS in an array of size 51
(αn = 1, αn,+ = αn,− = 0.2, σ2 = 0.001 and Pt = 1).
Fig. 3. Message passing between transmitter nodes
1) {un−1, un, un+1} are estimated based on the data d̃n;
2) The initial estimates of {un−1, un} are sent to the BS
n − 1, while the initial estimates of {un, un+1} are sent
to the BS n+1. At the same time, messages corresponding
to the initial estimates by the neighbours, BS n − 1 and
BS n + 1, are received;
3) The message received from the left neighbour, BS n−1, is
incorporated with BS n’s own information, d̃n, and the
result is then passed to the right neighbour, BS n + 1.
Similarly, the message received from the right neighbour
is incorporated with d̃n and the result is passed to the
left (Fig. 3);
4) After j passes, the estimate of un based on
{d̃n−j , · · · , d̃n+j} can be obtained. This provides
x
(j)
n , the approximation (after j passes) to xn.
Observe that the algorithm can be terminated after an
arbitrary number of passes, and the x(j)n obtained incorporates
only the data symbols from the limited extent set correspond-
ing to the number of passes that have taken place (Fig. 4).
Ultimately, if the number of passes is large enough for the
information from the BSs at the edges of the array to arrive,
then the resultant xn is optimal. Obviously, the saving on delay
depends on the number of passes needed to achieve a certain
Fig. 4. Limited extent set of BSs associated with generation of xn after
j message-passing steps. Only {dn−j , · · · dn+j} are involved in producing
xn .
performance; the lower the number passes required, the lower
the delay.
D. Performance Comparison in Rayleigh Fading Environment
In this section, we present some simulation results to
compare the performance of the forward-backward and the
limited extent algorithm. The simulation set up is as follows:
• the number of BSs in the linear array is N = 51;
• {αn,−, αn, αn,+} are independent Rayleigh random vari-






• the noise variance at each MS is σ2 and the total transmit
power is Pt = N ; and
• the transmit beamformer to be implemented (or approx-





β = Nσ2/Pt = σ2 and r is a normalising constant.
We study the SINR achieved by the MS in the middle of
the linear array. It is of interest to plot the SINR achieved
by the limited extent algorithm with respect to the number
of message passing steps performed. For fair comparison, we
always scale the transmitted vector so that the total transmit
power is the same for all cases.
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 illustrates the SINR achieved by the middle
MS after a certain number of message passing steps, averaged
over 10000 channel realisations. The dashed line is the SINR
produced by the complete forward-backward algorithm. Fig. 5
corresponds to a cellular network with moderate intercell
interference, whereas Fig. 6 corresponds to the case of high
intercell interference. Not surprisingly, the convergence to
the optimal SINR is faster for smaller intercell interference,
however even in the case of quite severe intercell interference,
a SINR within 10% of the final value is reached after five
message passing iterations.
V. CONCLUSION
Two distributed beamforming algorithms based on the
Kalman smoothing framework that efficiently calculate the
transmitted signal of each BS in a one-dimensional cellular
network are presented. The first algorithm is a forward-
backward algorithm that produces exactly the same transmitted
signal that would be produced by a centralised beamformer.
However, the algorithm suffers from a delay that grows
linearly with the network size. The limited extent distributed
beamforming is developed to overcome the delay problem
by recognising the fact that only data symbols in the local
neighbourhood are important for generating the signal for
transmission.
























Fig. 5. SINR of central MS versus the number of message passing steps in
an array of size 51 (α = 0.2, σ2 = 0.1, Pt = N ).






















Fig. 6. SINR of central MS versus the number of message passing steps in
an array of size 51 (α = 0.9, σ2 = 0.1, Pt = N ).
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